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02 Leverage® makes it easy to customize the office, allowing you to specify the 
desired level of features for each workspace, while achieving a crisp, clean  
look at an affordable price.

The following attributes fulfill these diverse requirements: 

wide range of panel options

Choose among four segmentation styles to achieve both the functionality  
and the aesthetic desired
Opt for an integrated baseboard, a floor-flush design or an elevated base 
Manage cables with a high-capacity lay-in trough option on all panel types

off-module planning

Connect panels, worksurfaces and mounted storage off-module for optimal  
use of space and inventory

stackable 

Increase or lower panel height on-site without disruption to the work area

interchangeable elements

Change panel surfaces easily to alter the look or function of a workstation 

120-degree planning

Expand planning capabilities 
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panels

Fabric: Artopia, Primer
Source Laminate: Crisp 
Grey

interpret storage

Foundation, Crisp Grey
projek task seating

Mesh: Shrinx Veil Blanc
Upholstery: Cross Dye, 
Watercolor

collaborative ottomans

Cross Dye, Watercolor 
and Tea Tree

worksurfaces

Foundation Laminate, 
Crisp Grey
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Designed with attention to detail, Leverage 
offers visually refined attributes.  Glass 
Add-On Screens with precision-fitted seams 
create the appearance of a clean run of glass 
and tight transitions at corners.  Leverage 
also offers aesthetic options with a choice 
of narrow or wide panel gaskets, and panel 
top trims of varying thicknesses for a 
lighter or more robust look.  



panels

Fabric: Artopia, Primer
Source Laminate: Urban 
Walnut

worksurfaces

Foundation Laminate, 
Crisp Grey

accessories

Accent, Aircraft Primer
interpret storage

Source Laminate,  
Urban Walnut

around task seating

Mesh: Dove
Upholstery: Fundamentals, 
Dove

Incorporating storage and accessories 

from other Teknion lines achieves added 

functionality and new aesthetic qualities.  

Interpret Lateral Mounted Storage is placed 

perpendicular to the worksurface, providing 

a standing-height surface for collaboration.   

Leverage offers a variety of panel Elements  

in segmented or monolithic formats. 

Segmented Elements provide maximum 

versatility and functionality. They can be 

interchanged on-site and accept different 

Element styles on either panel side to modify 

the look and function of a workspace.  

Monolithic Elements create a clean aesthetic 

ideal for corridor application.  
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panels

Fabric: Presse, Halo
Mica: Burnished Bronze

worksurfaces

Foundation Laminate, 
Urban Walnut

storage

Foundation, Storm White
Source Laminate: Urban 
Walnut

sabrina task seating

Mesh: Iron 
Upholstery: Percept, 
Methodic

collaborative ottomans

Percept, Methodic and  
Epiphany



panels

Fabric: Presse, Halo
Mica: Burnished Bronze

worksurfaces

Foundation Laminate, 
Urban Walnut

storage

Foundation, Storm White
Source Laminate: Urban 
Walnut

sabrina task seating

Mesh: Iron 
Upholstery: Percept, 
Methodic

collaborative ottomans

Percept, Methodic and  
Epiphany

inserts that permit repeated reconfiguration 

without material wear and tear. In addition, 

the Power/Communications Element rotates 

to accommodate power/data access at the 

base or worksurface height.   

Ease of installation and reconfiguration are 

built into Leverage. Panels are designed with 

posi-lock connectors that facilitate easy panel-

to-panel connection without the need for tools.  

Leverage worksurfaces feature threaded metal 
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panels

Fabric: Percept, Pristine
Foundation: Storm White

livello tables

Seamless, Storm White
district storage

Foundation, Storm White
around task seating

Mesh: Dove, Upholstery: 
Fundamentals, Dove

collaborative ottomans

Percept: Tenet, Verve and 
Epiphany
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Teknion’s integrated portfolio permits 

maximum planning flexibility. Leverage 

panels provide a spine that serves only to 

route power and communications. District® 

storage supports the panel and combines 

with Livello™ height-adjustable tables to 

create an optimal shared workspace.
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panels

Fabric: Percept, Pristine
Foundation: Storm White

livello tables

Seamless, Storm White
district storage

Foundation, Storm White
around task seating

Mesh: Dove, Upholstery: 
Fundamentals, Dove

collaborative ottomans

Percept: Tenet, Verve and 
Epiphany

Elevated panels maintain a light, open  

feel that blend visually with elevated  

District credenzas. Use of a panel spine  

only for routing essential power keeps  

the workstation minimal, yet functional,  

in an open casual space.  



panels

Fabric: Lustrado, Gallium
Flintwood: Drift Oak

worksurfaces

Seamless, Very White
district storage

Flintwood, Drift Oak
Mica, Very White

around task seating

Mesh: Dove, Upholstery: 
Fundamentals, Dove

lounge seating

Teknion dna: Durable, White
Collaborative Ottomans:  
Percept: Tenet, Verve and 
Epiphany

Leverage integrates visually and functionally 

with District storage. District credenzas 

with storage screens support Leverage panels 

while optimizing vertical and horizontal 

space. Worksurfaces mount to District 

storage lockers, which help to define space 

where panel features are not required.  
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panels

Fabric: Lustrado, Gallium
Flintwood: Drift Oak

worksurfaces

Seamless, Very White
district storage

Flintwood, Drift Oak
Mica, Very White

around task seating

Mesh: Dove, Upholstery: 
Fundamentals, Dove

Long spans of glass and floor-flush panels 

enhance aesthetic refinements inherent 

in complementary product lines such as 

District. Off-modular capability permits 

panels, worksurfaces and overhead storage 

to be positioned as required along the panel, 

greatly expanding planning choices.



worksurfaces

Flintwood, Drift Oak
interpret storage

Foundation, Storm White
Cushion: Heather Felt, 
Saffron

accessories

Accent, Terra Cotta
variable work chair

Shell: Dark Taupe 
Upholstery: Situ, Archeology

vignette lounge  
seating

Upholstery: Heather  
Felt, Saffron
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Leverage 120-degree planning provides 

a curved workspace that gives users a 

natural, balanced range of motion to 

enhance ergonomics. Low 42-inch-high 

workstations create unobstructed views 

and an open, light-filled space in line 

with leed® initiatives to support a 

healthy, sustainable workplace. 



worksurfaces

Flintwood, Drift Oak
zones club chair

Upholstery: Heather  
Felt, Saffron

zones stacking 
stools/easels

Wood, Greystone Beech

The Zones™ collection of Stools and Easels 

combines with low-height Leverage panels 

in an open plan to create a multi-functional 

area for impromptu collaboration, casual 

meetings and touchdown applications. 
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